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TEAM AFFAIRS 

The RIT Clean Snowmobile Team hopes you all had a wonderful and filling 

Thanksgiving! After a quick poll, we have discovered the favorite 

Thanksgiving food item on the team is stuffing! Now, there remains about a 

week and a half of classes left. Beyond that, we will be entering a time all 

students dread… final’s week. Meanwhile, this time is also our crunch time to 

complete our projects before the end of the semester. We have implemented 

“Shop Fridays” as well as having our normal “Shop Saturdays” to complete 

deadlines. The team has certainly been hard at work finishing projects and 

beginning sections of our technical paper. Our final official shop day will be 

used as well to present this semester’s Rider Awards, which are given to 

members who have displayed exemplary work and dedication for the team.  

WHAT DOES BEING ON THE TEAM MEAN TO YOU? 
FROM EVAN PALMER-FOLEY, 2ND YEAR MECHANICAL ENG.  

“When I came to RIT I knew that I wanted to join one of the SAE clubs to 

learn more about working on engines and collaborating on large team 

projects. When I found out about an SAE team that worked on snowmobiles, 

I was interested so I went to a few meetings and was hooked. In my first year, 

the clean snowmobile team gave me the freedom and responsibility to 

manage my own project. I learned a lot and found out that any new ideas for 

projects were welcome and encouraged. 

I also found a great group of people. I have met some of the most genuine 

and funny people because of this team. Not all problems have a 

straightforward answer, almost all projects hit a few road bumps, but it only 

strengthens the bond between team members. Joining the clean snowmobile 

team is without a doubt one of the best choices I have made at university.” 

NOTIFICATION 
There will not be a December newsletter released in 2022, rather the next 

edition will be released in January 2023. In the meantime, we invite our 

supporters to view our webpage, which has been updated with all of our 

members. This year, we have the largest number of members in the team’s 

history! 

https://campusgroups.rit.edu/saecleansnow/home/ 

TEAM PHOTOS: 
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